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Three days of intense practice, careful coordination and infinite teamwork.
All culminated in a series of blithesome activities and events that were the
perfect way to conclude the first semester at KC. Culturals 2022. It began
nearly a month back, with the Student Council and every teacher involved
meeting regularly and consistently to draft a framework for all events, and
then initiate the process of organising. A wide range of activities were
finalised for primary, middle and highschool, ranging from rangoli and
poetry writing to submission events like photography and short films.
Exclusive events like AdZap and IB Roast, a KC tradition, made a comeback,
and were greeted with much hype from both teachers and students.

The most anticipated event of the culturals was the Big Play! The plays are the
most effective platform for everyone to display their talents and demonstrate
house spirit. All performances were backed up by hours and hours of script
writing, dialogue rehearsal and dance practice. House members sacrificed
their holidays to meet at school and to add their own touch to the winning
efforts. Practice sessions were evident exhibitions of seamless collaboration
and efficient leadership by the captains and vice-captains. The play had a
place for everyone to flaunt their talents from the dancers, singers, and actors
to the writers, sound engineers, and light technicians. In the end, each house
performed its sketch confidently, cheered by the onlookers, rivalry
momentarily forgotten. Pavan left us on the edge of our seats, anticipating the
battle against Batman while Agni raised our spirits with their enthusiastic CSK
dance. Prithvi reimagined our childhood by their take on Dora while Jal was
bold and exuberant. 



The IB Roast was spectacular and hair-raising, and the short films kept everyone rooted in their seats.
The ‘good natured’ mockery and the flamboyance in animation and choreography respectively kept the
audience amused and completely immersed.
All events wholeheartedly represented the spirit of ‘Namma Chennai’ and celebrated various aspects of
the city in an engaging manner. The final event was the inter-house quiz, which challenged and tested the
intellectual ability of every participant while promoting a strong sense of team spirit. The rush of
adrenaline after answering a question correctly and the subsequent deafening cheer and howling was
definitely a sight to behold.

At the end of it all, everyone was beaming, no matter what the result. 
“As our ex Pavan captains told us before the Culturals, it's not about winning but the memories we make
throughout.” - Jaret, IB1. 
It had been a thrill packed three days, and a time of bonding and joy, with memories woven into the rich
tapestry that encompasses our highschool journey. The Culturals were a time of togetherness and an
interim relief from the rigour of the IB programme, however, what we realised much later, is that in
reality, they helped bring out the IB within us.

                                                                                         by Dhruv Gadgil and Prithika Rashmi Gopal
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Over the summer I had an opportunity to intern with Transworld E cycles (TWC), Which is the
parent company of bicycle brands Triad and Waltx. TWC is a startup bicycle manufacturer based in
Chennai. My internship was 3 weeks long, and I had the chance to glimpse through different roles in
different stages of bicycle manufacturing then I Job shadowed in the design team of TWC.

 
Through my internship I worked as a design intern, discovering the market gap and ideating for a
solution for the gap. In my internship term, The gap discovered by interviews and questionaries is
LOW BUDGET E - BICYCLES. As e - bicycles sold by competition were relatively high which made
it inaccessible for buyers. Then in the Ideating stage, I added on suggestions to the external battery
system which will decrease the cost and also this system will allow users to charge conveniently.
These suggestions were incorporated into the low-budget e - bicycle “ WALTX SPARK 5 “. 

This experience will not only be the best of summer rather one of the best of my life. This internship
gave me real-life exposure to designing and hands-on experience in finding a gap in the market and
designing the most suitable product for that gap. 

Learning from beyond

Jaya Narain S.A

IB  2



This all started with when we “completed” the syllabus in our IBDP Psychology class. As we were gearing up
for revisions and brainstorming about how we can effectively make use of the next few months to prepare
for the final exams, we realized that we could put a fun twist to how we approached “repetitive, deliberate
practice.”
 From a collective decision, the learners decided to take the role of their teacher (amazing how much of me
they can imitate!) and teach other concepts that they found challenging. 
 This peer teaching model was carefully designed by the students, for the students. Each of them took on one
topic from our syllabus which was either challenging or comforting. The best part of this was, they had full
freedom to conduct activities, quiz each other, play games, prepare interactive sessions and that is exactly
what they did! 
 Student agency is a theme that most of us as educators are striving for. We are interpreting this in various
ways- letting students choose from an array of choices, drive their own learning processes, take
responsibility for their actions, create safe spaces, manage themselves and so on. 
 The more freedom and time our learners had, the most effective they became. What was best was that ALL
of them turned in their presentations on time, without a reminder! ALL of them were fully invested in
making sure their peers learnt the concepts they were teaching and were inclusive of different levels of
learning. 
 My favorite part of this exercise was how they learnt to set “expectations” when they began their classes.
They asked for pen/paper, gave step by step instructions about activities, created engaging quizzes and
assignments. One even set a “surprise activity” about Natalie Portman and tied it to how we formed
stereotypes. They learnt how to facilitate active discussion while managing to have fun. 
 At the end of the day, this made me believe more in what a lucky thing it is, to educate young minds, who
are ready to take responsibility, if given the opportunity.
                                                                                                          -    Ms. Raji Nagarajan

A group activity about evaluating studies,
facilitated by Shivani Ashyanth.

 

The much appreciated surprise activity that kept
us intrigued till the end, designed by Nikhil Luis

Barretto. 
 

A peek into the class



LEARNER OF THE MONTH

Inquirer

Thinker

Knowledgeable

Caring

Balanced

'Really helped me with my work and calms me down when I

am stressed''.

'Maintains a great balance of her intellectual, emotional

and physical' self '.

'A deep critical thinker with an uncompromising sense of

logic'. 

'A curious learner who dives deep into the concepts'. 

'Good at making the interdisciplinary connections;has good clarity

of thoughts and ideas'.

Rishi

Praveen

Deepti

Madhav

Serena



At home, and in school, we live in a bubble surrounded by familiar faces. Our time and decisions
depend only on a handful number of variables and we have little control over them. However,
with time, everything is subject to change - your environment, interests, and even your friends.
Although these changes often occur slowly and over time, one of the biggest bundle of changes
occur when you transition from school to university. 

Out of the many changes that occur, one that stands out is the aspect of time and your increasing
control over it. As a teenager, a majority of your time has potentially been spent on family, school,
and extracurriculars you like and/or probably did to get into college. This is a given, but in
college, you tend to have more time for yourself** and you can choose to spend it on anything.
Exploring the city with your friends, finding a new/continuing a passion you didnt have time for,
or simply sleeping in. You name it. 

From experience, I can tell you that initially, you will want to do everything. You will say yes to
every plan and you will overbook yourself. Especially in your first year. This is because you’re
probably in a new city and are surrounded by people you know nothing about. Your coping
mechanism is to make as many friends as possible and say yes to every plan. It’s more than likely
that you’re going to end up with people you don’t enjoy spending time with. And that’s okay
because it will teach you that time is limited. But that doesn’t mean hurry up or squeeze everything
together. It means YOU choose how, on what, and with who you spend YOUR time because there’s
only enough to spend it on the things you enjoy and with the people you love. 

So, remember, people don’t care about your time and will waste it, as long as you let them. 

P.S.

 ~ Don’t quote me for missing class. This does not apply to that. 

** terms and conditions applied

KNOW OUR ALUMNI

Rania Mecca


